building area should be included in the ONFL policy overlay.
My reasons for seeking inclusion are as follows:
· The area is open space widely used by the local community for recreation
· The area is widely recognised and valued by the community and is highly visible from the road, tracks and many other
areas of the park
· The area is highly representative of natural landforms and demonstrates the typical gentle rolling slopes and
watercourses of this district.
· The area has numerous springs and seeps which are the headwaters of Te Onepoto Stream which flows down the
valley to Porirua harbour.
· The seeps and wetlands associated with this area have naturally regenerated since grazing ceased in 2010. It is rare to
find seepages and their associated wetlands vegetated with NZ native species in the Wellington region.
· This area is an important educational resource for the community, including schools, to study the natural function and
importance of protecting the headwaters of streams.
· The area is culturally and spiritually significant to many people in the Titahi Bay and wider Porirua community.
5. I submit all of Onepoto stream should be included in SNA 134 and connects to SNA 138
· Onepoto stream is site of significance to Ngāti Toa Rangātira
· Onepoto stream begin as spring-fed seeps in the headwaters of the stream and flows all the way to Onepoto estuary.
Although a small area of the stream is piped in the golf course, the stream is still hydrologically linked all the way from
the headwaters to the sea.
· This stream has good native fish values
6. I support SNA 223 Whanake-Thornley Street
However, there is no description in schedule 7 for it. A description should be added to Schedule 7.
7. I support SNA 136
Additional areas marked in yellow on the map should be added because they have been planted with indigenous
species and have naturalised.
8. An additional area should be added to SNA 134 Te Onepoto estuary (see map in yellow)
The vegetation surrounding Onepoto Estuary comprises Juncus kraussii subsp. australiensis, Apodasmia similis,
Plagianthus divaricatus, Phormium tenax and Carex geminata. This is an excellent example of the indigenous vegetation
surrounding estuaries.

I wish to be heard in support of my submission.
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.................................................................

.................................................................
Date 14-11-2020
(A signature is not required if you make your submission by electronic means.)
Address for service of submitter:
107 Dimock street
Telephone: 0212064066
Fax/email:mel.236@hotmail.com
Contact person: Melissa Radford

Kind Regards,
Melissa Radford.
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